SCHEDULE 6

Description of the Gangalidda People

The Gangalidda People are all of the descendants of one or more of the following people:

Greg Thompson, Sophie Thompson, Ernest Thompson, Walter Thompson, Jimmy, Dawudawu Jimmy (King), Grant, George Nark Mirrabaliyajari, Bob Scoles Gunyarbadijarri, Lirrgagujarri, Bob Weber Milgalajarri, Maggie (or Minnie), Kitty, Kitty Wulnanda, Kitty Lirrgagujarri, Dolly, Old Nim, Stumpy Paddy, Mickey Charles, Barny Guldangara, Limilimilda, Johnny Balawayinda, Daisy Lirrgawanjinda, Sandy, Gunalumbu, Ngarilgudu, Malurgudu, Myrna Malalairunanda, Didmanja, Sandy, Garruwala and Charly (Gundirrirri/Ngarrguyumbu/Gulawi),

who identify, and are identified by other Gangalidda People, as belonging to the Gangalidda People according to Gangalidda traditional laws and customs.

"Descendants" for the purposes of this description includes those individuals who have been adopted by the Gangalidda People.